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one to one 
workshops Book Making

Over the past four years I have been working with Linda making handmade books in her home.  When I 
first met her she had a unique collection of words and sentences extracted from her favourite books 
including Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie. Linda writes the words onto used envelopes and circles 
them.  This is a process she does to remember things. Her collection both amazed and inspired me and 
we began arranging all her text and images into a scrap book. While doing this she began selecting 
sentences for the first books Mirror and Pendant.

As the workshops developed Linda began reciting sentences to me and I encouraged her to write these 
down.

                   “listen to the sound of the tick tock”
Linda always asks “what do you think”? and I encourage her to explore her ideas first before giving my 
thoughts. When I ask Linda where she gets her sentences from she usually replies “it was just at the back 
of my mind”.

The workshops have led to many discussions on what the words and sentences mean. These 
dialogues have made me reflect on both the beauty of language and the difficulty of communication. 
Sometimes there is no obvious meaning to the sentences which I really enjoy and it gives me a sense 
of wonder. I think her work is very poetic but Linda is quite clear that she is not a poet but is a writer.

The work we do together has helped Linda to recall stories of her past. The process of making the books 
from her black & white childhood photographs produced memories of street names, family holiday 
locations and songs her grandmother used to sing. Linda wrote sentences for each photograph that reflect 
on the passing of time. These books provoke questions on how we remember things in relation to 
photographs and invite the reader to go back to their own early childhood dreams.

I have listened to Linda’s ideas, helped her with the sequence of sentences and introduced different writing 
tools such as ink pens and watercolour markers and suggested ways she can visually present her work.

Linda has a series of hand made books reflecting her imagination. The words she isolates and the 
sentences she compiles convey a sense of suspense, investigation, mystery and sometimes confusion.

Each time I come along to her house Linda has a new idea for a book and it is a pleasure to work with 
someone so excited and determined to express their ideas. The finished books are of utmost importance to 
her.
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“Linda has produced quite a few books now with Audrey’s support and Linda seems really focused 
throughout the workshops. Linda can find it difficult to focus on one thing at a time in other areas of her life 
so it is good to see that side of Linda. Linda positively beams when she talks about her books and her 
enthusiasm is endless. Seeing Linda put her ideas into action in the production of the books shows that 
Linda has been fully engaged in the workshops”

“I think the workshops are good value because it is 1:1 and Linda receives Audrey’s attention and support 
when compiling her books”

“Linda clearly values the bookmaking workshop and her books have became a major part of her life 
therefore supporting Linda with this has been a great to see her thrive and be so happy about it”

“I have seen a different side to Linda and how she thinks which has been interesting and made me think 
about different activities I could support Linda with”

“Audrey really takes the time to listen to Linda and is very encouraging of Linda’s ideas. Which I feel is 
really important in order for Linda to get the most out of the whole experience”

Photograph Book Series
Black & white photograph and ink on paper
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Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
White paint on paper
Linda Rose Smith 2010
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“I feel more comfortable having the 
workshops at home. I think I work better 
at home and its easier for me”


